
Tow ARDS ST ANDARD FRISIAN 

IN THE FRIESCH WOORDENBOEK 

PIETER DUIJFF 

1. Short history of Frisian 

Frisian, the Germanic language spoken in the northem Dutch province 
of Friesland, has for centuries been mainly a spoken language. Since about 
1900 the written use of Frisian has increased, thanks to the so-called 
Frisian Movement. This, consisting of individuals; groups and institutions, 
has since the nineteenth century been endeavouring to strengthen the 
position ofthe minority language. 

But up until the end of the Middle Ages Frisian was used in several 
domains, including various legal texts. Around 1500 there was a decrease 
in the use of Frisian as a written language and the last surviving charter in 
Old Frisian was taken down in 1547. In about 1580 came a temporary end 
to the written tradition. I Friesland became part of the Republic of the 
Seventeen United Provinces, within which there was a rise in the status of 
the Dutch language. Yet during the seventeenth century there occurred a 
revival in Frisian as a Iiterary language. The Renaissance poet and teacher 
Gysbert Japicx published original poems, translations and he translated 
prose into Frisian. But in the centuries following on Gysbert Japicx ' 
pioneering work Frisian Iiterary texts were published only incidentally. 

During the course of the nineteenth century, under the influence of the 
ideas of Romanticism, interest in the vemacular language became very 
strong. One who stimulated use of the Frisian vemacular was Professor 
Everwinus Wassenbergh, a scholar who conducted many studies into 
Gysbert Japicx and bis literary work. During the same period loast Hiddes 
Halbertsma produced a study of the language, and he and two of his 
brothers also wrote much poetry and prose in it. Halbertsma's intention 
was to write for a broad public and, indeed, many Frisians became familiar 
with their written mother tongue through his work. In creating a new, 
modem, written Frisian, Halbertsma chose orthography as far as possible 

I The reader is referred to Vries, 'Naar ploeg en koestal vluchtte uw laaI ' and "Die 
Verdrängung des Altfriesischen als Schreibsprache." 
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based upon the contemporary language. In contrast, the school of 
Wassenbergh developed orthography based on th at of Gysbert Japicx. 
Another school, that of Harmen Sytstra, created a new Frisian written 
language focused upon mediaeval Old Frisian orthography. Of course, the 
choice made by Halbertsma proved the most successfu!' In 1876 the 
Society for the Study of Frisian Language and Literature published 
spelling rules which remain the basis of modern Frisian orthography. It is 
this orthography that is used in the FRW by Waling Dykstra. 

2. Frisian dialects 

It goes without saying that a language lacking standardization has a 
variety of living dialects, and Frisian is no exception to th is rule. The four 
most important dialects in the Frisian-speaking regions are as follows. 
First, we have the Frisian 'of the c1ay ', spoken in the north-western part of 
the province. Secondly there is the dialect used in the eastern part, the so
called ' woodland' area of the province. A third dialect is spoken in the 
small north-eastern part, and lastly there is the dialect belonging to south
west Friesland. The difference between the dialects is quite smal!. It is 
exceptional for lexical misunderstanding to occur in communication 
between Frisians from different areas. By far the majority of dialectical 
differences are phonetic. 

The Frisian as spoken in the clay region nowadays holds by far the 
strongest position in terms of standard Frisian. Many varieties of the 
dialect of the woodland area are accepted as standard; sometimes varieties 
of this dialect are the preferred form within Frisian, particularly if these 
forms differ more radically from the Dutch equivalent than does the clay 
fonn . The position of the dialect of the north-eastern part of the province is 
less strong than that of Frisian as spoken in the woodland, but no specific 
forms are really forbidden in the standard. onetheless, the sou th-western 
dialect is consistently prohibited within the more or less flexible standard. 
The reason for the preference given the Frisian spoken in the ciay region 
must be the tàct that most nineteenth-century Frisian writers originated 
from the north-western part of the province. This was a more flourishing 
area in those days than, for example, the impoverished wood land area, 
with its relatively large numbers of poorly educated inhabitants. In modern 
Standard Frisian there is a tendency to prohibit marked features of the 
dialect of the south-west, largely because many Dutch elements occur in 
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that dialect. During the nineteenth century there was much more tolerance 
towards different dialects than we find today.2 

3. The first complete Frisian dictionary 

In 1900, 1903 and 1911 the three volumes of the FR W were published. 
The most important compiler of the dictionary was Waling Dykstra. In the 
course of the nineteenth century Joost Hiddes Halbertsma built up a huge 
collection of Frisian words, phrases, proverbs, etc. His intention was to 
compile a dictionary on the basis of this lexicographical material, witb 
Latin as its metalanguage. Tbree years after his death in 1869 his son 
Tjalling published the main body of Halbertsma's LF. Because this 
dictionary contains entry words only for the letters A, E, D, E and in part 
F3

, the provincial council of Friesland decided in 1869 to complete the 
dictionary, to have Dutch as its metalanguage and to base its entries on the 
manuscript collections of Halbertsma. However, ten years later the plans 
changed: now not only these manuscripts but also collections made by 
others were to provide the source of the new dictionary. Soon after this 
decision Gerben Colmjon, librarian in the provincial capital Leeuwarden, 
and Lucius Columba Murray Bakker, a family doctor also resident in 
Leeuwarden, took up upon the dictionary project. Tbey started by 
constructing a card-index system, in all probability beginning with en try 
words for the letter G, thus more or less following on from Halbertsma's 
incomplete lexicon. Five years later, in 1884, Murray Bakker abandoned 
the dictionary project and in the same year Colmjon died. To keep tbe 
project going the provincial council appointed Waling Dykstra as editor of 
the dictionary. A hack writer and a non-native Frisian speaker, Dykstra 
changed the method of working. Up until now Colmjon and Murray 
Bakker had used only the manuscripts of Halbertsma, but Dykstra also 
admitted words and quotations from otber sources. Moreover, he focused 
more attention on the differing Frisian dialects. Dykstra adapted those 
parts of the dictionary manuscript edited by Colmjon and Murray Bakker 
to his new method ofworking.4 

2 The reader is referred to Breuker, "The Development of Standard West Frisian." 
3 In Frisian C is not in use as the first character in words. 
4 For more information about the history of the Frisian lexicography I refer to 
Dykstra, "Lexicography of Modem West Frisian." 
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4. Standard in the Dictionary 

So it is plausible that of all the dictionary editors, it was Dykstra who 
was most responsible for the choice of the predominant dialect. Indeed, in 
1911 Jan Jelles Hof, the great authority in the field of Frisian dialects, 
remarked that Dykstra must have been responsible for the choice of 
entries. 

Wh at is the truth? That Dykstra gives the Frisian as spoken in the clay 
region a prominent place and that he distrusts unusual words and sayings 
and proverbs from other parts of Friesland which he had never himself 
heard and with which he was not familiar as a Frisian writer. I sometimes 
received a negative response if I pointed out to him that the variety of the 
south-western part of Friesland had good and current word-forms.5 

Hof was also irritated by this choice because in his view Dykstra showed 
an unfortunate preference for the Frisian 'of the clay' . This statement by 
Hof gives an illustration of the position of the dialects in arollnd 1900: the 
standard had still to crystallize. 

Thlls in the nineteenth century a standard was still something to be 
desired. The Frisian dictionary of Waling Dykstra must have made an 
important contriblltion to the standardization of Frisian. The compilers had 
to make choices. Which dialect form was to receive a place in the 
dictionary and which not? An additional important question must have 
been th at of priority: which, if more than one fonn were to be recorded in 
the dictionary, would be li sted first , which second, and so on? In other 
words, work had to be done on a standard for Frisian. I shall try to answer 
the following three questions. First, was there the intention to choose a 
standard? Secondly, upon what was the choice of tbe first en try based; was 
it indeed the choice of Frisian as spoken in the clay region? And thirdly 
and last, is there any logic in the way the compilers dealt with the chosen 
standard? In answering these questions 1 shall consider five dialectical 
phenomena in Frisian. 

5 In Hof, Fjirlichjier taelstriid, 42,43: "Mar hwet wol wier is? Det by Dykstra it 
Klaei-frysk foaroan stiet en det er in skalk each hat op aparte wirden en sizwizen üt 
oare dielen fen Fryslän, for sa fier ' t er dy seIs net heard en him as skriuwer 
oaneigene hat. Ik alteast bin mei goed gongber Südwesthoeksk wol ris by him foar 
'e winige doar kommen. Ik bidoeI hjir giin wirden dy' t men mar fen inkelden 
heart, mar gûds dy ' t oer in hiele krite geane." 
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4.1 ie versus ee 

The first phenomenon is the opposition ie [i.;:,] - ee [e:] in a Iimited 
number of basic words. Let us look at the alphabetic Table I. Broadly 
speaking, word-forms wilh ee occur in the north and west, but not aU 
word-forms wilh Ihis phoneme are found wilhin Ihis area . Sometimes the 
area of distribution is smaller, sometimes larger. For example, the root
words hiel 'whoie' and die! 'part' are common only in the smalI, most 
northerly part of the eastem woodland area. In contrast, use of the word 
giel 'yellow' is common over a much larger area. For the word kiel 
'throat', the isogloss range runs not from north to soulh, but from east to 
west. Also, kie! is commonly used in the soulhem part of the ee area. The 
compilers of the Frisian dictionary have not made an unambiguous 
selection from the two fonns. In deed, if they give both, it is mostly the ee 
forms that are given as the fust dictionary entry. · However, the first entry 
for 'yellow' is the ie variant; an entry for keel is missing from the 
dictionary. If we survey all the words in Table I the conclusion must be 
that for a single entry the compilers have given preference to the ie variant. 

In standard Dutch all such words have the phoneme ee, so in all 
probability this preference rests on the principle of distancing from the 
Dutch language. By working on this principle the individual identity of 
Frisian and its independence from Dutch could be strengthened. Those 
currently working on the standard for Frisian continue to adhere to this 
principle. 
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Word-form FRW choice 
card index 

choice 
system 

algemien 
algemien ie - -'common' 

bediele 'endow' bedeie, bediele ee/ie - -

diel 'part' deel, die I ee/ie 
deel 

ee/ie 
diele 

diele ' to divide' dele, diele ee/ie deelje ee 

gemien 'nasty' gemien ie - -
giel 'yellow' giel, geel ie/ee giel ie 

hiel 'whoie' heel, hiel ee/ie - -

hielje 'to heal' heelje, hielje ee/ie hielje ie 

hieltyd 'always' hieltyd, hieltiten ie hieltiid ie 

ied 'oath' eed ee - -

juwiel 'jewel' juwiel ie juwiel ie 

kastiel 'castie' kastiel ie kastiel ie 

kiel ' throal' kiel ie kiel ie 

liep 'sly' liep, leep ie/ee - -

oardiel 
oardiel ie oardiel ie 'iudgement' 

paniel 'panel' paneel ee - -
toaniel 'stage' toaniel ie - -

wielde ' luxury' weelde 
wielde 

ie/ee ee 
weelde 

Table 1: Dialectical variation ie [i. aJ - ee Ie: ]6 

4.2 0 versus IÎ followed by the bilabial phoneme In 

According to Hof, the variant carrying 0 [0] before m is common in the 
south and middle of the province of Friesland; in the east and the north û 
[u] appears in th is position. 7 Table 2 Iists some examples. Looking at this 

6 Explanation to tables 1-5: in both columns addressing choice, bold represents the 
first choice; twice bold means an equal choice. 
7 Hof, Friesche diafectgeographie, 230. 
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table in its entirety, the conclusion must be th at the dictionary has chosen 
the fi rst form but that the second is almost always recorded as the 
secondary dictionary entry. It is remarkable that s/ûmerje '10 slumber' is a 
single entry; nevertheless, the variant slommerje is indicaled in the arlicle 
slûmerje. 

Word-form FRW choice 
card index 

choice 
system 

beklomje 'catch biklomje, biklûmje o/û - -
cold' 
dom 'stupid' dom, dûm o/û - -
ferklomje 'grow forklomje, o/û - -
numb' forklûmje 
fersomje 'omit ' forsomje, forsûmje o/û - -

klomje 'be cold all klomje, klûmje o/û klomje 0 

over' 
klommerje ' be klommerje, o/û klommerje 0 

cold all over' klûmerje 
kom 'bowl' kom, kûm o/û - -
krom (n.) 'crumb' krom,krûm o/û krom o/û 

krûm, krom 
krom (adj.) 'bent' krom, krûm o/û krom 0 

kromme I 'crumb ' krommei, krûmel o/û kromme I 0 

~Iom 'plurne' ~Iom, plûm o/û - -
prom 'plurn ' prom, prüm o/ü prom, prüm o/ü 
rom (n.) 'hold' rom, rüm o/ü rom 0 

rom (adj .) rom, rûm o/û - -

'spacious' 
romje ' to empty ' romje, rûmje o/û romje 0 

slomje 'to slomje, slfunje o/ü - -
slumber' 
slommerje 'to slûmerje û(/o) slümerje, û/o 
slumber' (slommerje) slommerje 
lomme 'thumb' torrune, tüme o/û tomme 0 

lommelje 'tumbie' tommelje, tûmelje o/û lommelje 0 

Table 2: Dialectical variation 0 (0) -IÎ [u) before In 
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4.3 Û versus Û 

Word-jorm FRW choice 
cardindex 
system 

choice 

bût 'booty' but li - -

hûs / hûzen hûs (hûzen, huzen; 
û/u 

'house(s)' hus-, hûs-) 
- -

krûk 'jar' krûk û - -

lûs ' louse ' lus, lûs li/û lûs û 
prûk 'wig' prûk, pruk û/u - -

doer ' duration' dûr, dür û/u - -
fioer 'fire' fiûr, fuer û/u fioer/fuer û/li 

natoer ' nature' natuer, natûr li/û 
natoer 

û/li 
natür 

partoer 'match ' partuer li - -

Table 3: Dialectical variation û lul - li lü) 

In Table 3 I have listed some examples of the numerous word pairs in 
Frisian carrying the phonemes Û [u] or ti [ü]. The distribution varies across 
the linguistic region. However, the û is strongest in the north, the ti in the 
south. In the dictionary the choice also varies. For example, the eastem 
word-fonn hûzen ' houses' with a û has been selected in preference to the 
northern, western and southern plural form huzen. 
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Word-form FRW choice 
card index 

choice system 
bin (viskort) 'corf, bin, ben ile - -
creel' 
binde 'mess ' binde i - -

din 'pine-tree' din , dinnebeam, i/e - -

denne 
djirre ' egg yolk ' djerre eli - -

djirre 
ek 'also' ek, ik eli - -

fint 'fellow' fint i fint i 

greppel 'channel' greppel, grippel eli grippel i 
krinke 'offend' krinke i krinke i 
minge 'mix' min~e i - -

peinje 'penny' penje, pinje eli penje e 
pinne 'pen' pinne, penne ile pinne i 
pinning 'penny' penning, pinning eli pinning i 
skinke 'pom out' skinke i skinkje i 
skrippe 'work skreppe, skrippe eli skrippe i 
hard' 
stimme 'to vote' stimme i stimme i 
stimpelje 'to stimpelje i - -
stamp' 
stjir 'star' stjer(re), stjir(re) eli stjirre i 
swimme 'to swim' SWlmme i - -
swingelje 'to swingelje i - -

swingie' 
swinke 'to swerve' swinke i - -
timpel ' tempie' timpel i timpel i 
tingel ' lath' tingel i tengel, tingel eli 
tsjil 'wheel' tsjil, tsjel i/e tsjel eli 

tsjil 
twinter 'two-year- twinter i twinter i 
old animal' 
winke ' to beekon ' winke, winkje i wenke, winke eli 

Table 4: Dialectical variation e [E[ - i [I) 
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4.4 e versus i 

In Table 4 (page before) the dialect selection is almost unifonn. The 
compilers have generally chosen the phoneme i [I] in place of e [E], but 
sometimes the word-form with the phoneme e appears as the first 
dictionary entry. By and large, the selected fonns are the western word
forms, but once in a while the compilers have chosen an eastern or north
eastern form. The selection of i is probably based on the principle of 
distancing from Dutch. With the exception of the words for ' egg yolk' 
djirre, ' also ' ek, 'work hard ' skrippe and 'wheel' tsjil, the e phoneme 
appears in all the words in the lable in Dulch. So that had Dykstra worked 
consistently with the principle of distancing, the dictionary should have 
demonstrated the choices of grippel ' channel', 'drain', pinje, pinning 
'penny ' and stjir(re) ' star'. 

4.5 ea versus ê before velar consonants 

In Frisian the diphthong ea [1.;:)] before the velar consonant k, the 
voiced fricative g or the voiceless fricative eh appears in the northern clay 
and in the wood land region as the phoneme ê [é :]. Some words in Table 5 
have deviant isoglosses. In modem written Frisian the latter phoneme 
before velar consonants is not represented in the orthography. The Frisian 
dictionary already demonstrates the decision 10 wrile th is phoneme in the 
same way as the diphthong ea. Only in a couple of words in the first part 
of the alphabet have I come across some secondary entries written with ê 
(in the table the words beage 'horse collar' and beaken 'beacon') . 

Strangely enough, in the supplement, pllblished with cOlTections and 
additions eleven years later, I fOllnd the written fonn drêgge in place of 
dreage 'anchor' (in the Table the third word-fonn). 
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Word-form choice 
card index 

choice FRW system 

beage 'horse beage, 
ea/ê - -

collar' bêge 

be aken 'beaeon' 
beaken, 

ea/ê - -
bêken 

dreage 'anchor' 
dreage, 

ea/ê - -drêgge 
dreagje 'pour off dreagje ea dreagje ea 

each 'eye' 
each, 

ea/ê each ea 
êch 

fleach ' labour 
fleach fleach 

pain' 
ea ea 

heak 'hook' heak ea heak ea 
keakelje 'to 

keakelje ea keakelje ea 
cackle' 
nteflser 'thin' meager ea - -
neaken 'naked' neaken ea neaken ea 
pleagje 'tease' pleagje ea - -
reach 'cobwebs ' reach ea - -

reak 'a heap of 
reak ea reak ea 

hay' 
skeage, 

skeage 'kind of skeach, 
ea/ê - -

keel' skeak(e), 
skêke 

speake ' spoke' 
speak, 

ea speak ea 
speake 

streakje 'stroke' streakje ea streakje ea 
s~er 'brother-
in- aw' 

sweager ea - -

weach ' wave' 
weach, 

ea we ach ea 
weage 

weagje 'to 
weagje ea weagje ea 

venture' 
weak 'soft' weak ea weak ea 

Table 5: Dialectical variation ea [I.a) - ê [E:) 
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5. Conclusions based upon the tab les 

In conclusion, we can say that the dictionary editors employed three 
different methods of dealing with dialect selection. First of all there is the 
preference for the word-forrns of the western clay region. We found 
examples of this choice in Table 2 dealing with the pairs 0 - û. However, 
the editors of the dictionary did not adhere consistently to this preference. 
Secondly, therefore, their choice feil up on forrns from other regions than 
the clay. An example of this is the word ek ' also' in Table 4. Had Dykstra 
chosen the clay form, the word-form ik should have been the first 
dictionary entry. The third criterion for dialect selection must have been 
the need to di stance Frisian fOlms from the Dutch standard language. An 
example is the absence of the good Frisian word keel ('throat'), which is 
identical to its Dutch equivalent. Dykstra has chosen instead the distancing 
word-form kiel. In the dialectical variation û/û in Table 3 the choice of hûs 
'house ' , krok 'jar' and prûk 'wig' is not based upon the need for distancing 
from the Dutch standard because Dutch in these words employs the 
diphthong ui [rei] (huis , kruik, pruik). The choice of û is probably based 
upon distancing from Dutch dialectica I word-forrns carrying ti [ü], 
appearing in place of Ihe diphthong. 

Besides secondary enlries, the dictionary gives information about 
dialectical variation within several areas of the Iinguistic region as a 
whoie. Hof advanced the supposition that Dykstra had given priority to the 
Frisian of the clay and his own residential area, the very north-eastern part 
of the province of Friesland. Indeed, these dialects enjoy a quite prominent 
place in the dictionary, but other dialects have also won due attention. I 
think it was the intention of the editors to provide a maximum of 
dialectical infOlmation. The non-native-speaking Dykstra was probably 
himself best-inforrned about the Frisian as was spoken in the clay region, 
and the Frisian ofhis own residential area. 

6. The Card-index System 

Hof also supposed Dykstra to have been most responsible for the 
selection of the dialects represented in the dictionary. And, indeed, 
Dykstra was the most important editor of the dictionary. We have seen 
how he changed the draft entries prepared by Colmjon and Murray 
Bakker. But his contribution 10 the card-index system was actually quite 
modest; Colmjon wrote the great majority of the index cards. So it is 
impossible that the dialectical selection in the card-index system was 
Dykstra's work; it must chietly have been the choice of Colmjon. To 
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detennine the relationship between the card-index system and the 
dictionary in the field of standardization of Frisian I have noted the 
lemmata of the index cards in the fourth column of each tab Ie. 
Unfortunately, the card-index system has fewer entries than the 
dictionary.8 

In Table I we see that almost all card lemmata accord with the primary 
dictionary entries. Only the word fonns diele 'to divide' and wielde 
'Iuxury' have two equal options, while the dictionary carries only the 
Dutch equivalent weelde and diele as the secondary entry; for 'to heal' the 
dictionary has heelje, the card-index system hielje. In Table 2 the entries 
are also al most identica\. The word slomme/je ' to slumber' appears in the 
card-index system as the only one with the secondary alternative to the 
phoneme 0, and the word krûm 'crumb' has two equal entries while the 
dictionary carries only the preferred entry "TOI11. From Tables 4 and 5 the 
same conclusion may be drawn: the difference regarding preferred entry 
between card-index system and dictionary is very smal\. In Table 4 the 
card-index system has chosen the distancing forms grippel 'channel', 
pinning 'penny' and stjirre 'star', while, as we saw in paragraph 4.4, 
Dykstra had opted for the non-distancing fonns greppel, penning and 
stjer(re). I have encountered no word-forms with the phoneme ê in the 
card-index system. 

These observations lead to the question as to what were the 
detennining factors when it came to selection on the index cards. To 
answer th is I compared a number of literary quotations on them. By far the 
majority of word-fonns in these quotations correspond with the lemmata 
on the index cards. Thus, we may conclude the literary sources led this 
choice. 

7. Conclusions 

Now I shall answer the three questions first posed. First of all, the 
compilers did not have the intention of compiling a prescriptive dictionary 
with a strict standard, but rather a descriptive one containing as much 
infonnation as possible conceming the different Frisian dialects. However, 
in actual practice they attended less to some fonns of dialect, especially 
that of the south-westem region of the province. The intention on the part 
of Dykstra to offer as much as possible infonnation about the Frisian 

8 The system is unfortunately not in strict alphabetic order and only a part of all the 
cards is digitized. So it is possible that I overlooked some cards. 
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dialects is demonstrated by the tab les: the dictionary provides many more 
alternative word-forms than does the card-index system. My second 
question concerned the basis for the standard. lndeed, the dialect of the 
clay region is rather prominent in the dictionary, but the dialects of the 
woodlands and the extreme tip of the north-eastern pal1 of tbe province are 
also generously represented. My third and last question concerned whether 
or not there was any log ic in the way the compilers dealt with the chosen 
standardization. The examples in the five tab les prove that the compilers 
did not work systematically in their selection of one or more dialects. The 
lack of standard in the literary sources is clearly reflected both in the card
index system and in the dictionary. 
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